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Abstract: Since outsourcing strategy of information

enterprises. The results could not apply to Taiwan’s

systems has become one of the key businesses for

tourist hotels adequately. Lu [1] had also indicated the

tourist hotels in Taiwan. This paper tried to analyze the

drawbacks of install a computer department in a

hotels’ outsourcing strategies by exploring current

non-IT relative company. But, with the change of

information system statuses and requirements of 69

tourism market environment, Taiwan’s hoteliers will

tourist hotels and comparing to past research findings.

face more intense competition and require more po-

Results of this research reveal that most tourist hotels

werful information systems in the future. For most of

chose business outsourcing (18.84%) and total out-

Taiwan’s tourist hotels, they cannot set up a complete

sourcing (71.01%) as their strategies. In addition,

IT department to overcome the IT requirements be-

operational systems on front fields and automatic

cause of the scale constraints themselves. IT out-

systems on back offices are denoted as the most out-

sourcing has become the most feasible method to

sourcing information systems. On the other hand,

construct and maintain information systems of hotels.

small scale hotels took the strategy of total outsourcing

As executing information systems outsourcing process,

and large scale hotels preferred to choose the strategy

insufficient IT professional knowledge will make

of business outsourcing. Hence, this research sug-

many hoteliers to face more actual straits and blocks.

gested that the tourist hotels could outsource informa-

The selection of self-development and IT outsourcing

tion systems with basic competition technologies to

should be a key strategy for tourist hotels in Taiwan.

reduce cost and invest more on core competition in-

The room number of most Taiwan’s tourist ho-

formation systems to ensure long-term market strength.

tels is between 200 to 400 rooms. It was indicated

High level management systems on back fields are still

that Taiwan’s tourist hotels are belongs to mid-

insufficient to support current hoteliers and must be

dle-scale industry [2]. Goal of this paper is tried to

developed by tourist hotels themselves.

find out the outsourcing strategies on information

Keywords: Tourist Hotel, Outsourcing Strategy, In-

systems for tourist hotels in Taiwan. Models of IT

formation System

outsourcing strategy will be conducted from literature
review and current IT outsourcing statuses of tourist

1. Introduction

hotels will be explored by questionnaire survey

Because the past researches about information tech-

process. The final results will represent differences,

nology (IT) outsourcing revealed that their survey data

intentions and insufficiencies of these tourist hotels

were almost reached from huge businesses or large

by integration and analysis primary data.
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2. Literature Review
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the statistical data of Tourism Bureau at January 2010,

2.1 Tourist Hotels in Taiwan
Tourist hotels in Taiwan mean the profit-seeking

there were 96 tourist hotels including 65 international

enterprises that operate international tourist hotels

tourist hotels and 31 general tourist hotels in Taiwan.

and general tourist hotels to provide travelers ac-

The categories structure of Taiwan’s hotels is shown

commodation and related services.[3] According to

in Figure 1.

Tourist Hotel
(96)
Hotel Industry
General Hotels
(2686) and B&B
Hotels (2929)

International
Tourist Hotels
(65)
General Tourist
Hotels (31)

Figure 1. The categories structure of Taiwan’s hotels [3]
Since there were many researchers discussing

Since the requiring information systems of tour-

about the future developments of Taiwan’s tourist

ist hotel would be differed due to the variant features

hotels, this study summarized the opinions suggested

of operation types and scales. There was not best

by Chou[4], Lin et al.[5], Wang[6] as following seven

practice definition and categories to describe the

trends: 1. Eco-friendly hotel, 2. Applications of in-

whole picture of complete hospitality management

formation technology, 3. Integration of hospitality

information system, which including hotel manage-

and leisure industries, 4. International and chaining

ment and restaurant management IS, in the past lite-

operations, 5. Human resource development, 6. Mul-

ratures. [7][8]

ti-branding operations, 7. More social responsibili-

Thus, according to related contents in Kasavana
& Cahill [8], Shaw and Chen [9][10], Ku [11] and

ties.
Although the operation scale of Taiwan’s tourist

Liu and Chou [12], this study introduced 5 categories

hotels is belongs to small-middle industry, they must

and 28 application systems to describe the whole

include multiple functions of accommodations, food

structure of information systems used in hospitality

& beverage, leisure & sports, convention, entertain-

industry. These ISs could also be separated into oper-

ment and easy information supply. Because the oper-

ational systems on front fields, automatic systems on

ation and management of tourist hotels contain so-

back offices and high level management systems on

phisticated service process planning, use of informa-

back fields by the view point of users. The detail ca-

tion communication technology (ICT) can promote

tegorizations of information systems used in tourist

and improve the operation efficiency effectively. On

hotels can be shown in Table I.

the other hand, the rapid change of ICT was a big

In this study, the 28 application systems will be

challenge for improving operation quality. Outsourc-

used as the survey basis to classify Taiwan’s tourist

ing strategy of information systems (ISs) has become

hotels into four type of IT outsourcing categories. The

one of the key businesses for tourist hotels in Taiwan.

tourist hotel using more the number of 23 applications will have more complex the hotel information

2.2 Information Systems Used in Hotels

system. More the number of used applications were
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IT outsourcing, the tourist hotel will be set as higher

to authorize system venders by compact contracts.

degree of IT outsourcing.

Then, the system venders provide development and

2.3 Outsourcing strategies on information system

maintenance, system operating, network communica-

Sun [13] denoted the definition of information
system outsourcing as following:

An organization

takes part or whole functions of information system

tion management and maintenance, and other related
purchasing and consulting service of the outsourcing
system applications during the contract period.

Table 1. The detail categorizations of information systems used in tourist hotels
Functional categories

Information systems

Property

(1) reservation management, (2) room man-

management

system (PMS)

users view categories

agement, (3) guest accounting management

Restaurant management
system (RMS)

(4) point-of-sale (POS),

Operational systems on
front fields

(5) recipe costing,
(6) hotel-restaurant interface
(7) sales management,
(8) banquet management,
(11) receivable accounting,

Back-office

manage-

(12) payable accounting,

Automatic systems on

(13) inventory management,

back offices

(14) payroll management,

ment system (BOMS)

(15) purchasing management
(16) financial reporting
(9) revenue management,
(10) enterprise resource planning (ERP),

High level management

(17) self-accommodation registering,

systems on back fields

(18) self-settlement check-out,
(19) in-room entertainment,
(20) in-room vending,
Guest service manage-

(21) guest information,

ment system (GSMS)

(22) voice message,

Operational systems on

(23) call accounting,

front fields

(24) electronic door-locking,
(25) energy management,
(26) internet accounting
E-Commerce (EC) sys-

(27) corporate image website

High level management

tem

(28) on-line reservation system

systems on back fields

According to the IS complexity and degree of

self-development, and total outsourcing models re-

outsourcing range, Lee [14] classified IT outsourcing

spectively. The definitions of IS complexity and de-

into four different strategy models. They were called

gree of outsourcing range are listed below:

business

outsourcing,

selective

outsourcing,
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IS complexity
Number of installed systems
Number of total systems

outsourcing range are both low.
1

(4) Total outsourcing: IS complexity is low and degree of outsourcing range is high.

(If the ratio is higher than 0.8, it is high IS complexity,

Then relationship of four IT outsourcing strategy

others is low)
Degree of outsourcing range
Number of outsourcing systems
Number of install systems

models is shown in Figure 2 below
In summary, this study concludes relative litera2

tures of IT outsourcing to define the IT outsourcing of
tourist hotels as “part or all functions of information
systems in tourist hotels are supplied by outside pro-

(If the ratio is higher than 0.5, it is high degree of
outsourcing, others is low)

fessional service providers in contract type. This task
could help tourist hotels to execute works of operat-

The four different IT outsourcing strategy models can be classified as follows:

ing, managing, planning and developing the hardware
and software of information systems.” Because of the

(1) Business outsourcing: IS complexity and degree
of outsourcing range are both high.

similar service processes in hospitals and tourist hotels, this study used the IT outsourcing strategy mod-

(2) Selective outsourcing: IS complexity is high and
degree of outsourcing range is low.

els proposed by Lee [14] to divide Taiwan’s tourist
hotels into four types of IT outsourcing.

(3) Self-development: IS complexity and degree of

High
2. Selective Outsourcing

1. Business Outsourcing

3. Self Development

4. Total Outsourcing

IS Complexity

Low
Low

Degree of Outsourcing range

High

Figure 2. Relationship of four IT outsourcing strategy models (Lee, 2009)
sampling contents. These effective responding hotels
include 54 international tourist hotels (78.26%) and

3. Research Design

15 general tourist hotels (21.74%). The information

Traditional questionnaire survey method was used to

system outsourcing statuses can be divided into four

acquire primary data of information system out-

answers: “do not need to develop”, “did not develop”,

sourcing statuses of tourist hotels in Taiwan. 96 ques-

“developed by self” and “developed by outsourcing”.

tionnaires were sent to managers of information

Every respondent would answer the statuses of the

technology relative department of every tourist hotels

pre-described 28 ISs in his tourist hotel. Then, the IS

during February 2011. Number of return question-

complexity and degree of outsourcing range of each

naires is 85 (88.54%) with 69 (81.18%) effective

tourist hotel could be determined from the responding
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data. Clustering analysis method will be used to iden-

BOMS respectively. On the other hand, the systems

tify outsourcing strategies of these tourist hotels. In

with

addition, correlation between hotel characteristics and

self-settlement check-out (5.80%), self-accommoda-

outsourcing strategy will be conducted by cross anal-

tion registering (8.70%), in-room vending (17.39%)

ysis method.

and ERP (17.39%) modules which are belong to

less

than

20%

conservation

rate

are

GSMS and BOMS respectively. Hence, most of the

4. Results and Discussions

unconstructed systems can be categorized as high

4.1 Hotel Characteristics

level management system on back field. The systems

There were 43 hotels with room number from

with high conversation rate can belong to operational

101 to 300 which hold the majority of respondents

system on front field and automatic system on back

(62.32%). Numbers of the hotels with less 100 rooms

office.

and from 301 to 500 rooms are 9 (13.04%) and 13
(18.84%) respectively. Additionally, there were 4 ho-

4.3 Degree of Outsourcing Range

tels (5.80%) with over 500 rooms. On the other hand,

Analysis on outsourcing range of hotels showed

there were 45 hotels (65.22%) with independent IT

that the systems with higher outsourcing rate are res-

department and 24 hotels (34.78%) without IT de-

ervation management (95.65%), room management

partment. If considering the number of IT staffs in

(95.65%), guest accounting (95.65%), call accounting

hotels, 34 (49.28%) and 14 (20.29%) hotels have one

(89.86%), receivable accounting (85.51%), payable

and two IT staffs respectively. The other hotels with

accounting (85.51%) and financial reporting (85.51%)

three, four and five IT staffs are 16 (23.19%), 4

modules. The systems with most hotels developed by

(5.80%) and 1 (1.45%). Although 54 hotels are de-

self are corporate website (23.19%) and guest infor-

noted as international tourist hotel, there were only 15

mation system (18.84%). The systems with most ho-

hotels using international property management sys-

tels do not develop are energy management (28.99%),

tem (PMS) like Micros Fidelio.

in-room vending (26.09%) and guest information
(24.64%) systems. The systems with most hotels need
not to develop are self-settlement check-out (82.61%),

4.2 IS Complexity
Analysis on IS complexity of responding hotels

self-accommodation registering (82.61%) and ERP

showed that 7 information systems have 100% con-

(65.22%) modules. Results of outsourcing rate analy-

versation rate. They are reservation management,

sis showed that these tourist hotels focused on the

room management, guest accounting, call accounting,

necessity of staff operation systems and ignored the

receivable accounting, payable accounting and finan-

requirement of guest operation systems. Additionally,

cial reporting modules which are belong to property

restaurant management systems played a middle im-

management system (PMS), guest service manage-

portant role and strategy management relative sys-

ment system (GSMS) and back office management

tems are always insufficient for these hotels.

system (BOMS) respectively. The systems with conservation rate higher than 90% are corporate image

4.4 Outsourcing Strategy Models of Information

website

System

(97.10%),

on-line

reservation

system

(95.65%) and payroll management modules (94.20%)

Based on high and low of IS complexity and

which are belong to e-commerce system (EC) and

outsourcing range degree, this study classified 69
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tourist hotels into four categories. It is shown that 49

hotels will be described as followings. It is shown

hotels in 71.01% used “total outsourcing” strategy

that general tourist hotels all took “total outsourcing”

and subsequently 13 hotels in 18.84% took “business

strategy because of their business and capital scales.

outsourcing” as their strategy. Most responding hotels

If comparing to numbers of rooms, hotels with less

used these two outsourcing strategy and few tourist

than 100 rooms all used “total outsourcing” strategy

hotels took “self-development” and “selective out-

while hotels with more than 400 rooms intend to use

sourcing” as their strategy. There were 4 (5.80%) and

“business outsourcing” strategy. On the other hand,

3

to

hotels with more IT staffs proposed to take “business

outsourcing”

outsourcing” strategy because of the managing capa-

(4.35%)

hotels

“self-development”

can

and

be

classified

“selective

bility of IT relative business. Results of cross analysis

strategy models respectively.
The results of cross analysis on characteristics
and outsourcing strategies of the responding tourist

can be represented on Table II, III and IV respectively.

Table 2. Results of cross analysis on hotel types and their outsourcing strategies
Strategy

Business out-

Selective out-

Type

sourcing

sourcing

International

13

3

4

34

54

tourist hotel

(24.07%)

(5.56%)

(7.41%)

(62.96%)

(78.26%)

General tourist

0

0

0

15

15

hotel

(0.00%)

(0.00%)

(0.00%)

(100.00%)

(21.74%)

13

3

4

49

69

(18.84%)

(4.35%)

(5.80%)

(71.01%)

(100%)

Sum

Self-development

Total outsourcing

Sum

Table 3. Results of cross analysis on hotel room number and outsourcing strategies
Strategy

Business out-

Selective out-

Rooms

sourcing

sourcing

0

0

0

9

9

(0.00%)

(0.00%)

(0.00%)

(100.00%)

(13.04%)

4

0

2

15

21

(19.05%)

(0.00%)

(9.52%)

(71.43%)

(30.43%)

2

2

1

17

22

(9.09%)

(9.09%)

(4.55%)

(77.27%)

(31.88%)

1

1

0

5

7

(14.29%)

(14.29%)

(0.00%)

(71.43%)

(10.14%)

2

0

1

3

6

(33.33%)

(0.00%)

(16.67%)

(50.00%)

(8.70%)

4

0

0

0

4

(100.00%)

(0.00%)

(0.00%)

(0.00%)

(5.80%)

13

3

4

49

69

(18.84%)

(4.35%)

(5.80%)

(71.01%)

(100%)

N ≦100
101≦N≦200
201≦N≦300
301≦N≦400
401≦N≦00
501≦N
Sum

Self-development

Total outsourcing

Sum
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Table 4. Results of cross analysis on hotel IT staff number and outsourcing strategies
Strategy

Business out-

Selective out-

IT staffs

sourcing

sourcing

3

0

1

30

34

(8.82%)

(0.00%)

(2.94%)

(88.24%)

(49.28%)

2

1

3

8

14

(14.29%)

(7.14%)

(21.43%)

(57.14%)

(20.29%)

4

2

0

10

16

(25.00%)

(12.50%)

(0.00%)

(62.50%)

(23.19%)

3

0

0

1

4

(75.00%)

(0.00%)

(0.00%)

(25.00%)

(5.80%)

1

0

0

0

1

(100.00%)

(0.00%)

(0.00%)

(0.00%)

(1.45%)

13

3

4

49

69

(18.84%)

(4.35%)

(5.80%)

(71.01%)

(100%)

n=1
n=2
n=3
n=4
n=5
Sum

5. Conclusion

Self-development

Total outsourcing

Sum

energy expend.

According to the results of classification and
cross-analysis, most tourist hotels used “total out-
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